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It’s the 90th anniversary of the opening of Victoria Coach Station and of course the 70th anniversary of Queen Elizabeth II
ascending to the throne. Here is an image from the official London Coastal Coaches collection (the original owners of VCS)
bringing the two together. It is an artist’s suggestion of how VCS might be decorated for the coronation in 1953, rendered as a
hand coloured monochrome photograph.
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Mogg’s Map
Edward Mogg was a publisher in London in the 19th century; starting in 1800 he issued maps and then travel
guides to London and other localities in England and Wales, latterly for the burgeoning railway travel industry.
We have in our collection a copy of “Mogg’s New Map of the Roads” dated 1st March 1812 and so showing
the road network (if we can use such a term) before the coming of the railways; it looks quite comprehensive.
The map itself folds into a sturdy travelling case – very handy!
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Trustee News
One of our longest-serving trustees, David Beaman, has decided to stand down after nearly 30 years
involvement with The Bus Archive and before that our predecessor organisation The Kithead Trust.
David had a long career in the bus industry, most notably at City of Oxford where he rose to become Managing
Director; along with his Oxford colleague Arthur Townsend, David financed the construction and fit-out of
one of the storage rooms at our Droitwich centre.

Arthur Townsend (left) and David Beaman at the opening of the Townsend-Beaman Archive in 1996.
David said “I have enjoyed my time as a trustee greatly and it
is very satisfying to see how the archive has grown in size and
professionalism. I do believe, however, in refreshing the board
of charities and so it is time to step down. I will be following
progress carefully from the sidelines!”
Paying tribute to David, chairman Brian King said “I would like
to thank David both for his good advice whilst a trustee and
for the financial support he has given over many years. He has
been a great asset and we wish him all the best.”
Taking David’s place will be Giles Fearnley. Giles (right)
probably needs no introduction: he recently retired as Head
of UK Bus at First, after a career spanning more than 40 years
including the creation of Blazefield Holdings which he headed
for eighteen years. “I am delighted to be joining The Bus
Archive board of trustees. It is a very worthwhile endeavour
and I am flattered to be asked.”
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The Alan B Cross Collection

London Transport LT 381 (GN 5712) an AEC Renown new in 1931 to London General and captured here on 13th
April 1949 working from Wood Green garage, only three months away from withdrawal.
We have been most fortunate to acquire the collection of renowned photographer Alan B Cross. Alan is well
known – indeed famous – not only for his photos but for the sales stall and postal service which he ran for
many years. He began taking pictures in the 1940s and also acquired collections from enthusiasts who were
active even earlier.
Alan’s collection understandably centres on his native London although there were many excursions to other
parts of the country. Here is a glimpse of some of the tremendous images.
Alan said: “For many years I have been
thinking of the best place my collection. It
has given me a lifetime of interest and
pleasure, and I was delighted when The Bus
Archive emerged as the obvious place. My
photographs will now be available to
everyone and be properly looked after.”

A Wycombe-bodied Gilford 168OT in service
with Abel of Wells-next-the-Sea, Norfolk.
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The Alan B Cross Collection

Alan reflects on the hand over of his life-time’s work, as he
relaxes in his now empty office/garage.

All London Transport types are comprehensively
represented in the collection.

Representing one of the many collections which Alan purchased over the years: this photograph is the
work of D C Fisk and shows United Counties 257 (NV 1258) and all-Leyland TD2 new in 1932 and seen
here in Sheep Street, Kettering on 4th April 1950, a few months before it was withdrawn.
It will take several months to sort and organise the collection and transfer it to conservation boxes and
envelopes. Once that is complete, we will be scanning all negatives and making prints available through
our partnership with The Omnibus Society photo sales site.
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Facebook
We post three times each week on Facebook, where we are approaching 5,000 followers. Our weekly fare
is usually a publicity item, an archive item and a photograph of interest. To view these, you don’t have to join
Facebook, just go to https://www.facebook.com/thebusarchive. Here are some of the most popular vehicle
posts from the last few months.

A nicely composed shot of an Alexander AV bodied
Volvo Ailsa B55-10 operating with A1 co-operative
member Docherty of Irvine to whom it was new in
July 1976. The Ailsa was a popular vehicle with A1
members,
and
eleven
were
purchased.
(Photographer Mark Page, ref. MP02/02904).

A busy production scene at the premises of
Strachans (Acton) Ltd. in the 1930s.

What could be a less appropriate post for the sunny
Good Friday this year than this snowy scene at
Stratford-upon-Avon Bus Station? An excellent
selection of Leylands of Stratford Blue Motors, with
(from left) 20 (TNX 454) a Willowbrook-bodied
PD2/12, 41 (2742 AC) also Willowbrook bodied but
this time a Tiger Cub, and finally 27 (JUE 355) and
all-Leyland PD2/1. (Photographer Alan Mace, ref.
AM07/05740).
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Facebook (continued)

A fine shot of Highland Omnibuses T45 (MST 945J),
a Ford R192 with Willowbrook body new in 1970.
This September 1976 view shows the bus at Fort
William - complete with typical Scottish Bus Group
window sticker. The Ford was withdrawn in 1983.
(Photographer Mark Page, ref. MP02/01510).

Rail replacement services are clearly nothing new here Tilling MXB 736 heads up a batch of coaches at
Richmond Station, still carrying the "Southern
Railways" name even into the 1950s. It is an interesting
vehicle; the parts for the AEC Regal chassis came from
a batch of 1938 Regals of Bristol Tramways (originally
with Duple coach bodies) which were reconstructed
in 1952 and fitted as shown here with Eastern
Coachworks full-fronted coach bodies. (Photographer
John W Smith, ref JS07/50048).

By some margin the most popular photo was this official bodybuilder's photograph of one of the eight London
Transport Leyland Cubs C108 (CLX 545) with Park Royal bodies, new in 1936. These were operated on
night-time services between the major London railway stations, and carried a primrose and blue livery. There
was a large luggage compartment at the rear with seating above and at the front. A preserved example has
just been unveiled by our friends at The London Bus Museum (Photo ref PR01/18430).
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Highway Code marketing
A couple of posters from our collection, colourfully advertising new editions of ‘The Highway Code’ – one
‘including motorway rules’ and an earlier one with a rather more stark message.

A King Alfred Mystery
This photo was discovered in a collection recently – it
is clearly a King Alfred Motor Services vehicle and so
we went straight to James Freeman of Friends of King
Alfred Buses.
James replies: “I nearly fell off my chair when I saw this
– never seen this one at all before. It is King Alfred OU
9285, a 1931 Dennis 30 cwt with Short B18F body (the
twin of OU 9286, which is in our collection). It was withdrawn in December 1942 and was subsequently sold
to a farmer at Chilcomb, near Winchester, for non-PSV use. In the photo, it has full wartime headlamp/sidelight
masking and white mudguard edges. “The forms of three people can be made out inside, one of which, seated
is wearing military uniform. Behind the bus is what would now be called a 48-sheet poster site, which is
completely blank, but implies it is somewhere on a main road.”
James has no idea where it is – do any of our readers?
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The Persistence
of Signalman Foxley
We hold a file showing correspondence between
Arthur Watson, General Manager of the London
Midland and Scottish Railway (LMS) and Porter
Signalman J Foxley of Marsh Gibbon and Poundon
stations. It appears that the railway encouraged
suggestions from its employees - and they certainly
got them from Mr Foxley.
Written in pencil on the back of a blank form for
Four-Weekly Returns on passenger traffic, Foxley’s
initiatives seem to have been fuelled by an early
success when he was given a cheque for half a guinea
(approximately £25 today) for his suggestion about
the use of spiked ladders in the sheeting of hay. That
was one a batch of four initial suggestions and,
seemingly emboldened by the interest of the General
Manager, a further six suggestions were put forward
in the latter part of 1923. Sadly, each of these was
rejected, but at least the correspondence has
survived and acts as a fond glimpse of railway live a
hundred years ago.
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Appeal Update

We’re there!
We are delighted to announce that we have reached our fundraising target of £300,000. A
substantial donation from NARTM (The National Association of Road Transport Museums) gave us a great
boost and got us over the threshold.
NARTM Chairman Dennis Talbot said: “We have watched with considerable interest as The Bus Archive has
developed over the last four years and we have been impressed with the work it is doing. This compliments
the preservation work which is carried out by our members, and The Bus Archive has been very useful in
giving guidance to those members who also hold archives of their own.”
Bus Archive Chairman Brian King said: “This very substantial donation from NARTM is great news. We have
been enthusiastic members of the Association since our inception, and this cements that link. I would like to
thank NARTM for their generosity.”
We are now able to put out to tender our requirements for the fit-out of the building, although the cost of
just about everything has rocketed in the last few months and so we will have to be careful and spend within
our limits. One supplier has pointed out that steel costs, for example, have increased by 25%.
And of course just because we have hit our target doesn’t mean that further donations won’t be welcome!
You can still:
• contribute online at busarchive.org.uk/building-appeal.shtml,
• send a cheque to us at 100 Sandwell Street, Walsall, WS1 3EB or
• send funds by bank transfer – simply contact us at hello@busarchive.org.uk
for the relevant information.

NARTM was formed over 40 years ago as a representative body for organisations or individuals with
collections of historic buses and coaches, goods vehicles and other large road vehicles who wish to
make their collections accessible to the public. It has around 100 members. NARTM has recently been
the recipient of a substantial legacy and is developing a programme for investing in sustainable heritage
projects. The donation of £50,000 to The Bus Archive is the first award made under this programme.
www.nartm.org.uk
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Southdown Excursions
We recently came across this interesting piece of publicity in our collections. At first glance, it is a standard
Excursions list from Southdown Motor Services of a simple type issued by many operators. On closer
inspection, however, some of the destinations are a little unlikely; ‘Tour of South Street Roundabout’ anyone?
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Julian Osborne
The name Julian Osborne (1952-2016) will be well-known to industry
professionals and enthusiasts alike, both for his work with Bus Users UK
and his contributions to Buses magazine. We have now received his
photographic collection, donated by his widow, Sue.
A lifelong enthusiast, Julian worked as a student conductor for Brighton,
Hove and District, and after graduation he worked for the British Airports
Authority and then British Airways for 23 years.
He retired aged 50 and returned to his hobby, joining Bus Users
UK, The Bus Appeals Body, and worked for various operators
including National Express and Abellio. He had a great interest in
Southdown’s Northern Counties bodied Leyland PD3 fleet – the
‘Queen Mary’ – and published the definitive work on the type.
Julian’s photographs span a very wide geographic and time span,
with digital images taken right up to his very sudden death. Below
are a couple of more modern examples.

A busy scene at Glasgow Airport with
First Wright-bodied Volvo B7TL 32574
(SF54 OTT) operating the frequent
shuttle service to the centre of the city,
and an MCV bodied MAN (AE56 LWM)
operated by NCP Parking.
An unusual shot, taken at Holloway
Circus in Birmingham. On the left is a
Plaxton President-bodied Dennis Trident,
V754 HBY, new to Metroline Travel of
London (and indeed still bearing its
London code and fleet number on the
roof) but operating with Thandi Coaches
and in Fort Dunlop branding at the time
of the photograph. Alongside is First
Midland Red Alexander bodied Dennis
Trident VX54 MUA probably operating
on service 144.
We are grateful to Sue for the donation; we share copyright on the images with the Osborne family who have
built their own website to give Julian’s photographic work the prominence it deserves https://julianosborne.co.uk.
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Enquiries, enquiries…
We have become the go-to place for enquiries from unusual sources. Recently we were approached by the
producers of TV programme George Clarke’s Amazing Spaces requesting a photograph of a Southdown ‘Queen
Mary’ in their heyday; we assume that this involves an episode where someone is converting a QM – a if it
wasn’t an amazing space already. We were happy to oblige with this Roy Marshall view of Pool Valley, Brighton
with 252 (BUF 252C) alongside 782 (RUF 182) - so be on the lookout of The Bus Archive on the telly.

Just as we were basking in our TV
fame, we were contacted by Kent
Reliance – no, not an AEC but a
building society. They are
celebrating an anniversary this year
and wanted an image of one of the
adverts they had had on East Kent
and Maidstone & District buses
over the years. Again, we were
delighted to oblige with this Harry
Hay shot of a M&D Bristol VR.
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How to Donate Your Collection
We receive lots of requests about whether we are interested in the collections which have been accumulated
by enthusiasts – our response is an unqualified YES!
When we receive a collection, we look through it with great care; if there are items which we don’t already
have then we will add these to our collection. If we do have it already then we will offer it for sale, to raise
much-needed funds for our charity.
So, if you are thinking of downsizing or if a friend or relative has passed on then please speak to us. We
organise pick-up, and we have only two conditions: the ownership of the collection passes to The Bus Archive,
and we are not able to pay for any collections.
You may wish to make provision in your will about your collection and/or include a cash donation to our
charity. Full guidance on wording is on our website at https://www.busarchive.org.uk/donate-in-your-will.shtml
but our suggestion is:
I leave [amount and/or details of bequest] to The Bus Archive (registered charity number 1177343)
of 100-102 Sandwell Street, Walsall, WS1 3EB, for its general charitable purpose. I direct that a
receipt from the treasurer or duly authorised officer shall be a valid and appropriate discharge.
In the case of photographs which you have taken or your original research please also include the following
wording:
I donate the copyright on my photographs and research to The Bus Archive.
If you need to get in touch please email us at hello@busarchive.org.uk or write to us at 100 Sandwell Street,
Walsall, WS1 3EB.
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Crosville maps
Our Flickr feature this time is a booklet of detailed route diagrams for the newly-introduced Crosville through
services between Liverpool and Chester in 1960.
https://www.flickr.com/photos/145880868@N07/albums/72177720299436740/with/52114573453/
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Correction
Mike Sutcliffe, the noted
preservationist of early
buses, writes to correct our
description of the Bedford on
the front cover of our last
edition. Mike quite rightly
says that it is a WLB type and
not a WTB as we stated.
Thanks Mike.

How to Access our Collection
We have three Research Centres, each holding unique material:
• Droitwich, for original records
• Walsall, for publicity items and publications
• Acton, for London Transport records and timetables (still closed for the time being)
Search our online catalogue at www.busarchive.org.uk.

This newsletter is published by
The Bus Archive, 100-102 Sandwell Street, Walsall, WS1 3EB.
Registered as a charity in England and Wales (number 1177343),
set up as a Charitable Incorporated Organisation.
Newsletter editor: Philip Kirk
Newsletter design and layout: Mike Greenwood
www.busarchive.org.uk
01922 629358
Phone line open Tuesday and Wednesday, 10.00 to 16.00,
answerphone at other times. hello@busarchive.org.uk
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